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T ranslarity is an innovator in the semiconductor test field.  The Translarity offering 
includes 28 issued U.S. patents, one pending U.S. patent application, and 9 foreign 
counterpart patents and applications.  The Translarity patents generally address the 

needs of the semiconductor wafer test industry, offering a lower cost and higher efficiency 
test arrangement than had been previously available.  Prior designs employed a probe card 
to test a wafer, a very expensive device placed atop each semiconductor wafer during testing.  
If the wafer changed in virtually any way, the old probe card was unusable and a new probe 
card had to be produced at a very high cost.  Changes to semiconductor designs can be quite 
common.  

The inventors of the Translarity patents believed an efficient interface between the wafer 
and probe card could provide an efficient and cost effective solution.  The Translarity 
patent portfolio protects this innovative design - called a wafer translator - providing a low 
cost bridge between the probe card and the pads on the individual wafer dies.  The wafer 
translator essentially translates the connections on the wafer to those on the probe card.  
Changes in the wafer require a much less costly replacement wafer translator rather than full 
replacement of the highly expensive probe card.  

The Translarity portfolio includes other novel semiconductor wafer test technologies, such as 
enhanced parallel testing techniques and reduction of electrical contact resistance in bonding 
pads.  The value to the acquirer of the Translarity portfolio is the ability to exert a strong 
presence in the semiconductor wafer test field.  With the semiconductor wafer and probe card 
markets steadily growing, the Translarity solution provides an intriguing beneficial position 
within the wafer test field and an ability to realize significant financial benefits.  We see the 
Translarity solution to be a desirable money saving benefit in a robust and growing field.

Quick Facts
 ≈ Patent assets: Purchase of portfolio including 
28 issued US patents, one pending US patent 
application, and 9 foreign counterpart patents 
and applications

 ≈ Earliest priority date: 2006-02-06

 ≈ Technology: Semiconductor Wafer Test 
Translator

 ≈ Encumbrances: One nonexclusive license to 
Intel Corporation for all assets offered

 ≈ Lifespan (average): 11.2 years

Lifespan:

Portfolio Overview
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Claim Word Cloud  
Claim 1 of U.S. Patent 7456643:
1. A method of providing concurrent access to one or 
more integrated circuits on a wafer, comprising:
a) providing an edge-extended wafer translator 

having a central portion and an edge-extended 
portion, the edge-extended portion vertically offset 
from the central portion; and

b) removably attaching a wafer to the central portion 
of the edge-extended wafer translator, the wafer 
having integrated circuits thereon;

c) wherein removably attaching the wafer to the 
central portion brings a first plurality of wafer-side 
contact terminals into electrical contact with a 
first set of pads on the wafer, and brings a second 
plurality of wafer-side contact terminals into 
electrical contact with a second set of pads on the 
wafer; and wherein the first plurality of wafer-side 
contact terminals are electrically connected to 
a first plurality of inquiry-side contact terminals 
disposed on the central portion of the edge-
extended wafer translator, and the second plurality 
of wafer-side contacts are electrically connected to 
a second plurality of inquiry-side contact terminals 
disposed on the edge-extended portion of edge-
extended wafer translator;

d) further comprising mounting the edge-extended 
wafer translator to a mounting fixture;

e) wherein mounting the edge-extended wafer 
translator to the mounting fixture comprises 
disposing the vertically offset edge-extended 
portion upon the mounting fixture;

f ) further comprising contacting a portion of the first 
pluralrty [sic] of inquiry-side contact terminal with 
the probes of a probe card.

Claim 1 of U.S. Patent 7960986:
1. An assembly for providing concurrent electrical 
access to one or more integrated circuits on a wafer, 
comprising:
a) an edge-extended wafer translator having a central 

portion, and an edge-extended portion vertically 
offset from the central portion;

b) a mounting fixture upon which the vertically offset 
edge-extended portion is disposed;

c) a first probe structure operable to contact a first 
plurality of inquiry-side contact terminals; and

d) a second probe structure operable to contact a 
second plurality of inquiry-side contact terminals:

e) wherein removably attaching the wafer to the 
central portion brings a first plurality of wafer-side 
contact terminals into electrical contact with a 
first set of pads on the wafer, and brings a second 
plurality of wafer-side contact terminals into 
electrical contact with a second set of pads on 
the wafer; wherein the first plurality of wafer-side 
contact terminals are electrically connected to 
the first plurality of inquiry-side contact terminals 
disposed on the central portion of the edge-
extended wafer translator, and the second plurality 
of wafer-side contacts are electrically connected 
to the second plurality of inquiry-side contact 
terminals disposed on the edge-extended portion 
of edge-extended wafer translator; and wherein, 
during operation, the first probe structure is 
laterally movable relative to the mounting fixture 
and the second probe structure is fixed relative to 
the mounting fixture.

Exemplar Claims
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Exemplar Claim Figure

Covered ProductForward Citations 

Forward Citations Parties
Party Cites

Advanced Inquiry Systems, Inc. 78

Teradyne, Inc. 22

Johnson Morgan T 21

International Business Machines Corpo-
ration

9

Jens Ruffler 8

Aaron Durbin 6

Advanced Semiconductor  
Engineering, Inc.

3

Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. 2

Texas Instruments Incorporated 2

Commissariat A L'energie Atomique 2

The graph compares forward citation scores of the patents in this 
portfolio (blue dots) against the scores for all US patents (blue 
line) and for litigated US patents (green line). Richardson and 
Oliver Law Group developed the scoring system.

Party Cites

Aces Electronics Co., Ltd. 2

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha 2

Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. 2

Advantest Corporation 2

Tokyo Electron Limited 2

Calpito Dodgie Reigh M 1

Kiyoto Nakamura 1

Ssu-Pin Ma 1

Advanced Semiconductor  
Engineering Inc.

1
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Asset List
Number Online Juris Title Status Priority Filed Issued App Number Rol Score Citations Years 

Since  
Pub

US7379641 US7379641 US Fiber-based optical alignment system issued 2007-05-01 2007-05-01 2008-05-27 US 11/799,550 40.7 3 8.4

US7453277 US7453277 US Apparatus for full-wafer test and burn-in 
mechanism

issued 2006-06-06 2007-06-06 2008-11-18 US 11/810,950 74.41 16 9.2

US7456643 US7456643 US Methods for multi-modal wafer testing 
using edge-extended wafer translator

issued 2006-06-06 2007-06-05 2008-11-25 US 11/810,237 77.13 26 9.2

US7459924 US7459924 US Apparatus for providing electrical access 
to one or more pads of the wafer using a 
wafer translator and a gasket

issued 2006-07-07 2007-07-06 2008-12-02 US 11/825,567 77.96 16 9.2

US7460752 US7460752 US Fiber-based optical alignment system issued 2007-05-01 2008-05-24 2008-12-02 US 12/154,684 25.06 1 8.4

US7489148 US7489148 US Methods for access to a plurality of 
unsingulated integrated circuits of a wafer 
using single-sided edge-extended wafer 
translator

issued 2006-07-28 2007-07-27 2009-02-10 US 11/881,574 76.28 16 9.2

US7498800 US7498800 US Methods and apparatus for rotationally 
accessed tester interface

issued 2006-07-18 2007-07-18 2009-03-03 US 11/880,093 67.08 9 9.2

US7532021 US7532021 US Apparatus for translated wafer stand-in 
tester

issued 2006-06-06 2007-06-06 2009-05-12 US 11/810,951 74.62 12 9.2

US7532022 US7532022 US Apparatus for fixed-form multi-planar 
extension of electrical conductors beyond 
the margins of a substrate

issued 2006-06-09 2007-06-11 2009-05-12 US 11/811,874 73.76 13 9.2

US7572132 US7572132 US Methods and apparatus for flexible exten-
sion of electrical conductors beyond the 
edges of a substrate

issued 2006-07-18 2007-07-17 2009-08-11 US 11/879,736 56.96 8 9.2

US7579852 US7579852 US Wafer translator having metallization pat-
tern providing high density interdigitated 
contact pads for component

issued 2007-03-22 2008-03-24 2009-08-25 US 12/079,202 78.49 12 8.5
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US7719298 US7719298 US Full-wafer test and burn-in mechanism issued 2006-06-06 2008-11-17 2010-05-18 US 12/272,717 28.85 3 9.2

US7723980 US7723980 US Fully tested wafers having bond pads 
undamaged by probing and applications 
thereof

issued 2007-03-22 2008-03-24 2010-05-25 US 12/079,159 37.59 5 8.5

US7724008 US7724008 US Methods and apparatus for planar exten-
sion of electrical conductors beyond the 
edges of a substrate

issued 2006-07-07 2008-12-01 2010-05-25 US 12/325,269 55.79 8 9.2

US7724018 US7724018 US Methods and apparatus for translated 
wafer stand-in tester

issued 2006-06-06 2009-02-04 2010-05-25 US 12/365,895 30.29 2 9.2

US7786724 US7786724 US Methods and apparatus for collecting pro-
cess characterization data after first failure 
in a group of tested devices

issued 2009-04-22 2009-04-22 2010-08-31 US 12/427,748 23.46 1 6.4

US7786745 US7786745 US Method and apparatus for single-sided 
extension of electrical conductors beyond 
the edges of a substrate

issued 2006-07-28 2008-12-31 2010-08-31 US 12/347,995 34.81 5 9.2

US7791174 US7791174 US Wafer translator having a silicon core isolat-
ed from signal paths by a ground plane

issued 2008-03-07 2008-03-20 2010-09-07 US 12/077,670 68.6 20 7.5

US7960986 US7960986 US Methods and apparatus for multi-modal 
wafer testing

issued 2006-06-06 2008-11-21 2011-06-14 US 12/275,226 46.76 6 9.2

US8076216 US8076216 US Methods and apparatus for thinning, test-
ing and singulating a semiconductor wafer

issued 2008-11-11 2009-11-12 2011-12-13 US 12/617,691 80.77 6 6.8

US8461024 US8461024 US Methods and apparatus for thinning, test-
ing and singulating a semiconductor wafer

issued 2008-11-11 2011-11-08 2013-06-11 US 13/292,037 61.55 4 6.8

US8536062 US8536062 US Chemical removal of oxide layer from chip 
pads

issued 2007-09-21 2008-09-22 2013-09-17 US 12/284,618 33.92 0 8

Asset List
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US8704544 US8704544 US Method and apparatus for multi-planar 
edge-extended wafer translator

issued 2006-06-09 2011-03-10 2014-04-22 US 13/068,152 28.6 0 9.2

US8779789 US8779789 US Translators coupleable to opposing surfac-
es of microelectronic substrates for testing, 
and associated systems and methods

issued 2012-04-09 2013-03-15 2014-07-15 US 13/840,937 73.6 2 3.4

US8889526 US8889526 US Apparatus for thinning, testing and singu-
lating a semiconductor wafer

issued 2008-11-11 2013-06-10 2014-11-18 US 13/913,674 37.99 0 6.8

US9222965 US9222965 US Translators coupleable to opposing surfac-
es of microelectronic substrates for testing, 
and associated systems and methods

issued 2012-04-09 2014-06-19 2015-12-29 US 14/309,672 21.2 0 3.4

US9494618 US9494618 US Designed asperity contactors, including 
nanospikes, for semiconductor test using 
a package, and associated systems and 
methods

issued 2012-12-26 2013-03-15 2016-11-15 US 13/843,690 51.12 0 2.8

USRE46075 USRE46075 US Full-water test and burn-in mechanism issued 2006-06-06 2012-05-18 2016-07-19 US 13/475,811 9.2

US 15/286035 US Pre-Formed Package to Test Wafer Dies pending 2012-12-26 2016-12-05 US 15/286035

CN 
201380030314.X

CN Translators Coupleable to Opposing Surfac-
es of Microelectronic Substrates for Testing, 
and Associated Systems and Methods

pending 2012-04-09 2013-04-04 CN 
201380030314.X

EP13776186.2 EP Translators Coupleable to Opposing Surfac-
es of Microelectronic Substrates for Testing, 
and Associated Systems and Methods

pending 2012-04-09 2013-04-04 EP 13776186.2

JP6058119 JP Translators Coupleable to Opposing Surfac-
es of Microelectronic Substrates for Testing, 
and Associated Systems and Methods

issued 2012-04-09 2013-04-04 2017-01-11 JP2015514226
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KR 10-2014-
7031469

KR Translators Coupleable to Opposing Surfac-
es of Microelectronic Substrates for Testing, 
and Associated Systems and Methods

pending 2012-04-09 2013-04-04 KR 10-2014-
7031469

SG 
11201406383R

SG Translators Coupleable to Opposing Surfac-
es of Microelectronic Substrates for Testing, 
and Associated Systems and Methods

issued 2012-04-09 2013-04-04 2014-11-27 SG 
11201406383R

TW 103115837 TW Methods and Apparatus for Planar Exten-
sion of Electrical Conductors Beyond the 
Edges of a Substrate

pending 2006-07-07 2007-07-06 TW 096124811

TW I445109 TW Methods and Apparatus for Planar Exten-
sion of Electrical Conductors Beyond the 
Edges of a Substrate

issued 2006-07-07 2007-07-06 2014-07-11 TW 096124811

TW I466205 TW Methods and Apparatus for Bimodal Wafer 
Testing

issued 2006-02-06 2007-06-05 2014-12-01 TW 096120189

TW I551869 TW Methods and Apparatus for Planar Exten-
sion of Electrical Conductors Beyond the 
Edges of a Substrate

issued 2012-04-09 2013-04-08 2016-10-01 TW 102112402
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Offering Process
 ≈ All offers to purchase the Portfolio must be submitted in writing to 
info@AQUALicensing.com.

 ≈ There is no reserve price for this offering. 

 ≈ Offers should be single payment cash purchase price offers.

 ≈ AQUA will review the bids with Seller, and identify the highest bid. Sellers will either accept 
the highest bid or choose to initiate a subsequent round of bidding. 

 ≈ AQUA will communicate status – of either accepting a winning bid or proceeding to a 
subsequent round of bidding.

 ≈ Subsequent Bidding – At the start of a subsequent bidding round (if any), we will 
communicate to all invited parties the new reserve price and subsequent bid date, as well 
as the number of bidders who participated in the previous round. Subsequent bid dates 
will be within 3-5 business days of prior bid dates. These subsequent bidding rounds will 
conclude when there is only one bidder remaining.

 ≈ Closure – Once the winning bidder has been accepted by Sellers, we will bring the winning 
bidder and Sellers together to negotiate the closure of the Patent Sales Agreement (PSA). 

 ≈ AQUA reserves the right to terminate the sale process without cause at any time.

Please Direct Inquires To:

Info@AQUALicensing.com
+1 (415) 432-4424

201 Mission Street 
12th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
USA
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